
Reviews of past work by Dan Bray

Hänsel und Gretel in: der Garten von Edible Horrors: a Terrible Parable
Dan Bray is back in town with his unique, twisted vision in a crazy, captivating,
convention-crushing Hansel and Gretel … The energy is manic… This has to be seen to be
believed.

- Elissa Bernard, NS Reviews

Zomblet
(Playwright/Director - The Villains Theatre/Terra Novella Theatre, 2019)
“Irreverent, funny and far cleverer than it has any right to be, The Villains Theatre and Terra
Novella Theatre’s production of Zomblet answers the rarely asked question, “what if instead of
pantomimes at Christmas, they came at Halloween?” Playwright Dan Bray mixes Hamlet, Faust
and The Walking Dead to dizzying results in this two-hour opus.”

-Ryan Williams, Halifax Presents

“It is difficult enough to pastiche the works of William Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe
in a way that is both witty and smart, but with Zomblet Dan Bray does both, while
simultaneously creating a brand new play that functions both in reference to Hamlet and Dr.
Faustus, and also as a stand-alone piece in its own right...If you like your Halloween horror
served with a heavy side of hilarity, and especially if you are a fan of Shakespeare and/or
Marlowe being served up fresh and irreverent, I absolutely recommend Zomblet. It is playful,
joyous, smart and perfectly timed to coincide with Halloween.”

-Amanda Campbell, The Way I See It Theatre Blog

Herbie Dragons
(Co-Playwright/Performer - Halifax Fringe, 2018)
“Herbie Dragons, written by Kevin Hartford and Dan Bray, is (as the poster suggests) a loving
pastiche of the Harry Potter universe, but more accurately, it is a pastiche within Hartford and
Bray’s entirely original story. Even if you separate out the Harry Potter references, the characters
that Hartford and Bray have created here are very compelling, and the arc of the story has
unexpected twists, and lots of silliness entirely for silliness’ sake. ...I eagerly await six sequels.
Don’t make me wait two years, please.”

-Amanda Campbell, The Way I See It Theatre Blog

Return to Baker Street
(Co-Playwright/Performer - Halifax Fringe, 2017)
“Halifax theatre darlings Dan Bray and Jacob Sampson have created a comedy spoof of the
Sherlock Holmes story, with Bray as a bumbling, drug-addicted Holmes, and Sampson as
Watson, whose actual job is to keep the detective in line ...The Return to Baker Street was a huge
Fringe hit.”

-Michael Lake, The Coast

Borghild
(Playwright - Halifax Fringe, 2017)
“Borghild is the most delightful kind of Fringe show. … Bray’s script makes for a stylized comic
book romp, where everything from the sound design to the sly jokes fit perfectly together in this
weird little world.
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-Michael Lake, The Coast

Follow Me
(Playwright/Performer - The Villain’s Theatre, 2015)
“...a silly, tightly constructed homage … very funny and very ghosty. It’s a lovely Fringe offering
from the Villains.”

-Amanda Campbell, The Coast

Tyrant
(Director/Adaptor - The Villain’s Theatre, 2017)
“The world created by Bray and his team of designers is an impressive one. ...All told, Tyrant is a
valuable examination of power with great design and a bold vision.”

-Michael Lake, The Coast

Criminal Negligee
(Playwright - Atlantic Fringe, 2013) - Winner, “Best Playwright”
“Dan Bray’s original sex farce Criminal Negligee is a beautifully satisfying, hilarious romp …
Bray’s dialogue is brisk and literary … a great little gem.”

-Amanda Campbell, The Way I See It Theatre Blog

“Outstanding!” “...clever wordplay and puns that are actually funny (Yes, there is such a thing).”
-Kate Watson, The Coast
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